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CHAPTER 1
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n Sonnets



1: From fairest creatures we desire increase

From fairest creatures we desire increase,

That thereby beauty’s Rose might never die,

But as the riper should by time decease,

His tender heir might bear his memory:

But thou contracted to thine own bright eyes,

Feed’st thy light’s flame with self-substantial fuel,

Making a famine where abundance lies,

Thy self thy foe, to thy sweet self too cruel:

Thou that art now the worlds fresh ornament,

And only herald to the gaudy spring,

Within thine own bud buriest thy content,

And, tender churl, mak’st wast in niggarding:

	
 Pity the world, or else this glutton be,

	
 To eat the world’s due, by the grave and thee.
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From fairest creatures we desire increase,

That thereby beauty’s Rose might never die,

But as the riper should by time decease,

His tender heir might bear his memory:

But thou contracted to thine own bright eyes,

Feed’st thy light’s flame with self-substantial fuel,

Making a famine where abundance lies,

Thy self thy foe, to thy sweet self too cruel:

Thou that art now the worlds fresh ornament,

And only herald to the gaudy spring,

Within thine own bud buriest thy content,

And, tender churl, mak’st wast in niggarding:

	
 Pity the world, or else this glutton be,

	
 To eat the world’s due, by the grave and thee.

Summary (Sparknotes)

The first sonnet takes it as a given that “From fairest creatures 
we desire increase”—that is, that we desire beautiful creatures 
to multiply, in order to preserve their “beauty’s rose” for the 
world. That way, when the parent dies (“as the riper should by 
time decease”), the child might continue its beauty (“His ten-
der heir might bear his memory”). In the second quatrain, the 
speaker chides the young man he loves for being too self-
absorbed to think of procreation: he is “contracted” to his own 
“bright eyes,” and feeds his light with the fuel of his own loveli-
ness. The speaker says that this makes the young man his own 
unwitting enemy, for it makes “a famine where abundance 
lies,” and hoards all the young man’s beauty for himself. In 
the third quatrain, he argues that the young man may now be 
beautiful—he is “the world’s fresh ornament / And only herald 
to the gaudy spring”—but that, in time, his beauty will fade, 
and he will bury his “content” within his flower’s own bud 
(that is, he will not pass his beauty on; it will wither with 
him). In the couplet, the speaker asks the young man to “pity 
the world” and reproduce, or else be a glutton who, like the 
grave, eats the beauty he owes to the whole world.
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Commentary (Sparknotes)

The first sonnet introduces many of the themes that will define the sequence: beauty, the passage of human life in time, the ideas 
of virtue and wasteful self-consumption (“thou, contracted to thine own bright eyes”), and the love the speaker bears for the young 
man, which causes him to elevate the young man above the whole world, and to consider his procreation a form of “pity” for the 
rest of the earth. Sonnet 1opens not only the entire sequence of sonnets, but also the first mini-sequence, a group comprising the 
first seventeen sonnets, often called the “procreation” sonnets because they each urge the young man to bear children as an act of 
defiance against time.

The logical structure of Sonnet 1is relatively simple: the first quatrain states the moral premise, that beauty should strive to propa-
gate itself; the second quatrain accuses the young man of violating that moral premise, by wasting his beauty on himself alone; the 
third quatrain gives him an urgent reason to change his ways and obey the moral premise, because otherwise his beauty will wither 
and disappear; and the couplet summarizes the argument with a new exhortation to “pity the world” and father a child. Some of 
the metaphoric images in the poem, however, are quite complex. The image of the young man contracted to his own bright eyes, 
feeding his “light’s flame” with “self-substantial fuel,” for instance, is an extremely intricate image of self-absorption, and looks for-
ward to the final image of Sonnet 73, in which old age is depicted as the snuffing of a fire by the ashes of the wood it was once 
“nourished by”—almost its self-substantial fuel. From fairest creatures we desire increase,
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From fairest creatures we desire increase,

#bodybuilding contest; the “fair creatures” we desire “more show”

-CMU dorm; my room is now renumbered to “501” my computer displays 

this picture ^full screen. protein shake on the shelf.

That thereby beauty’s Rose might [never die],

#picture one of the “fair creatures” holding a rose between his teeth. The 

rose, like his physique, is “immortal” [grows brighter and more splendid,

pulsating as if it were alive]

-my bed: the freakishly built person from skibo gym flexing, rose between his teeth 
But as the [riper should by time decease],

#the *less built contestant stares into the mirror above the sink after plunging his head into bone-chilling water. >movie reference: 
the machinist beginning scene<. He takes a razor-blade and cuts his throat.

-bathroom (shared with jack and justin)

His tender heir might [bear his memory]:

#a helpless child in pajamas holding a stuffed animal approaches the bathroom >movie reference: name to be looked up (plot: sur-
vivors of a zombie plague stuck at a shopping mall) beginning scene; neighbor’s daughter approaches bedroom.

#the same child is in a car on the way to his relative’s place; stares out the window; eyes burning of hatred. >movie reference: iden-
tity (beginning scene; child in car) + ghost rider (eyes)<; implication: he would avenge his father (collegehumor video reference)

-replacement of the door of urvish’s room to a bathroom door; child in hallway

-looking out window beside max’s bed; sees car
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But [thou contracted to thine own bright eyes],

#a conceited, “proud man”(‘s contumely) admires his image in the mirror *especially his eyes [add dramatic emphasis to the eyes]

-replacement of urvish’s mario poster to mirror

-urvish admires his *ocean blue eyes in his masquerade dance outfit

-[classical cartoon effect; eyes’ spontaneous illumination]

[Feed’st thy light’s flame with self-substantial fuel,]

#man sets himself on fire

-beside Alex’s desk; Tunisian vendor sets himself on fire out of frustration and disappointment in the government #middleeas-
tuprisings

[Making a famine where abundance lies,]

#Kim Jung Un, machine gun in hand, monitors farmers working a *fertile field; most of the produce will be supplied to the army; 
the families will be left with the bare minimum sufficient for survival.

[Thy self thy foe], [to thy sweet self too cruel]

#any form of double-identity image

-movie reference: the dark knight - Harvey Dent looks in the mirror and sees his half-burnt face (also his alter ego).

	
 the mirror is the one behind Urvish’s refrigerator. [THE ONLY THING TO FEAR IS FEAR ITSELF]

-celebrity gets ready to go on a morning run (exiting Urvish’s room) in order to stay in shape 
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Thou that art now [the worlds fresh ornament],

	
 Definition: a fresh and youthful glory to the world

#refer to my image

-Neo (the Matrix) walks down the hallway in his classy outfit.

-Morpheus and Oracle observes Neo (location: announcement board at the end of the hall); Oracle: “the world is yours, kid”

And only [herald to the gaudy spring],

	
 Definition: the unique one who announces the colourful spring

#a charismatic image

-Wherever Neo walks by colors emerge and machinery fade.

	
 sunshine, blossoming flowers.

Within thine own bud buriest thy content,

#melancholy image, perhaps of a dying flower

-Neo meets his fate and sacrifices his life in order to end Agent Smith’s life. 

-Neo’s body plunges to a sea of roses (movie reference: american beauty)

-the roses grey

And, tender churl, mak’st wast in niggarding:

#image related to a economic person hesitating to spend and thereby missing out on the world’s glory?

-Federico hesitates in front of the entrance to the staircase; (implication: hesitation<-> niggarding; mak’st waste<->wasting his 
time)
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 [Pity] the world, or else this glutton be,

#any image that illustrates greed; a perfect image would evoke emotion: commiseration

-movie reference: se7en; glutton death scene (victim cannot help but eat; dies of overweight)

	
 To eat the world’s due,  

#image is connected to the above movie reference

	
 by the grave and thee.

#refer to my image

-gravestone in place of Justin’s bed. Death = destination. All dues that were owed are meaningless after death.
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2. When forty winters shall besiege thy brow,

When forty winters shall besiege thy brow,

And dig deep trenches in thy beauty’s field,

Thy youth’s proud livery so gazed on now,

WIll be a totter’d weed of small worth held:

Then being asked, where all thy beauty lies,

Where all the treasure of thy lusty days;

To say, within thine own deep sunken eyes,

Were an all-eating shame, and thriftless praise.

How much more praise deserv’d thy beauty’s use,

If thou couldst answer “This fair child of mine

Shall sum my count, and make my old excuse,’

Proving his beauty by succession thine!

	
 This were to be new made when thou art old,

	
 And see thy blood warm when thou feel’st it cold.
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When forty winters shall besiege thy brow,

And dig deep trenches in thy beauty’s field,

Thy youth’s proud livery so gazed on now,

WIll be a totter’d weed of small worth held:

Then being asked, where all thy beauty lies,

Where all the treasure of thy lusty days;

To say, within thine own deep sunken eyes,

Were an all-eating shame, and thriftless praise.

How much more praise deserv’d thy beauty’s use,

If thou couldst answer “This fair child of mine

Shall sum my count, and make my old excuse,’

Proving his beauty by succession thine!

	
 This were to be new made when thou art old,

	
 And see thy blood warm when thou feel’st it cold.

When 40 years of leaving “lays siege to” your brow,

and leave irremovable marks on your once handsome face,

Definition: 

	
 liverly: uniform worn by servants in a nobleman’s house

	
 totter’d weed: tottered garment

	
 	
 “tottered”: 蹒跚

Your youthful attraction will become but tattered weed:

Then, when you are asked, “where is all your beauty now?”,

and “where is the treasure from the days of youthful exuber-
ance”, 

you would reply with your hollow eyes where lie a shameful 
confession of greed and senseless praise.

how much more praise would you deserve of your beauty,s 
whereabouts, if you could answer “this fair child of mine shall 
give an account of my life and he shall succeed my beauty.

This would be as if you were being newly created,

and see your fair child invigorate your beauty.
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When forty winters shall besiege thy brow,

And dig deep trenches in thy beauty’s field,

-506 bathroom (renamed to 502 in memory) Amanda Seyfried *naked (from movie “in time”; character name: Sylvia Weis) looks 
in the mirror and contemplates.

-Detail: on the floor lies her XL dress. (XL=40; Roman numeral)

-Detail: [perfects her eyebrows with a grooming stick] [uses blush brush to hide the trace of TIME]

Thy youth’s proud livery so gazed on now,

-Kevin’s bed transformed to catwalk; kate beckinsale posing for photos

	
 [“I’m your biggest fan I will follow you until you love me papa-paparazzi”]

WIll be a totter’d weed of small worth held:

-Joe’s bed is abandoned; “unweeded garden”

-Abandonment implies small worth

[Then being asked, where all thy beauty lies,

Where all the treasure of thy lusty days;]

-interview of Michael Phelps on Mark’s Bed (detail: out of shape; not his prime swimming season {hence “treasure of thy lusty 
days” gone})
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To say, within thine own deep sunken eyes,

Were an all-eating shame, and thriftless praise.

-Helena Carter (Sweeney Todd reference) sitting on Drew’s desk (detail: heavy makeup; dark and exaggerated eyeshadow) (action: 
begging for illicit drugs)

-Helena Carter (fight club reference): making out with Edward Norton; “don’t say those useless words.”

How much more praise deserv’d thy beauty’s use,

If thou couldst answer “This fair child of mine

Shall sum my count, and make my old excuse,’

-Angelina Jolie sitting in Mark’s chair facing the JB poster; her kids (diff. ethnicity surround her)

	
 the “fair child” is arbitrary; “sum my count (legacy)” --> fighter for equality and integration

	
 make her frailty an “excuse”; a trade-off for having beautiful children

Proving his beauty by succession thine!

-Hollywood Star with blurred out first name but Jolie as last name.

	
 (This were to be new made when thou art old,)

	
 And [see thy blood warm when thou feel’st it cold.]

-Movie reference: the Last Samurai:

	
 (Ben’s room) Tom Cruise returns to the village and hands his samurai armor to the child. 

	
 	
 “thou art old” (physically); the old tradition is inherited yet the inheritor is “new”

	
 [the child has grown; he leads samurais on a battle; takes a longing look at Tom Bruise, turns, and rides away]
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3. Look in thy glass and tell the face thou viewest

Look in thy glass and tell the face thou viewest

Now is the time that face should form another;

Whose fresh repair if now thou not renewest,

Thou dost beguile the world, unbless some mother.

For where is she so fair whose uneared womb

Disdains the tillage of thy husbandry?

Or who is he so fond will be the tomb

Of his self-love, to stop posterity?

Thou art thy mother’s glass and she in thee

Calls back the lovely April of her prime;

So thou through windows of thine age shalt see,

Despite of wrinkles, this thy golden time.

	
 But if thou live, remembered not to be,

	
 Die single and thine image dies with thee.
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Look in thy glass and tell the face thou viewest

Now is the time that face should form another;

Whose fresh repair if now thou not renewest,

Thou dost beguile the world, unbless some mother.

For where is she so fair whose uneared womb

Disdains the tillage of thy husbandry?

Or who is he so fond will be the tomb

Of his self-love, to stop posterity?

Thou art thy mother’s glass and she in thee

Calls back the lovely April of her prime;

So thou through windows of thine age shalt see,

Despite of wrinkles, this thy golden time.

	


	
 But if thou live, remembered not to be,

	
 Die single and thine image dies with thee.

Glass: mirror	
 The face thou viewst: your reflection

i.e. having a child

If you do not undertake now the repair of your face,

beguile: cheating

uneared: unploughed

tillage: the preparation of land for growing crops

husbandry: management and conservation of resources

fond: foolish

Glass: mirror

through windows of thine age - This suggests not only looking 
back from old age, upon the past, as if through a window, but 
also looking at a child, one's own, as if seeing it through a win-
dow. The window can be both a barrier to and a point of con-
tact with the world beyond.

This thy golden time: time of your glory

remembered not to be: determined not to be remembered
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Look in thy glass and tell the face thou viewest

-Location: MG5th lounge; Derren Brown looking into a glass (crystal) sphere; mutters “this can’t be”

Now is the time that face should form another;

-Movie reference: the Identity; ‘Ed’ looks into the mirror held by the psychiatrist; the mirror shows Malcolm River’s face

Whose fresh repair if now thou not renewest,

-Movie reference: se7en; sin: pride; scene: actress looks in {TV replaced by mirror}; cell phone taped to one hand; a bottle of sleep-
ing pills taped to the other hand

Thou dost beguile the world, unbless some mother.

-Elvis Presley doing his signature dance move; suddenly vanishes into thin air. Fans holding signs of “marry me”

For where is she so fair whose uneared womb

Disdains the tillage of thy husbandry?

-Megan Fox (beginning scene if Transformers) posing; dress has letters “VIRGIN” sewn across the chest

-Has Brad Pitt beneath her heels. Detail: shirt half buttoned. “tillage” shaved from chest hair “HUSBAND quick DRY” sewn across 
chess

Or who is he so fond will be the tomb

Of his self-love, to stop posterity?

-A BMX rider’s funeral; bike beside coffin; wife sitting in first row, weeping, with NO KIDS on her sides.

Thou art thy mother’s glass and (she in thee)

-A son dancing with his mother at prom; notice the striking similarity between their appearances
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Calls back the lovely April of her prime;

-a fresh Daisy in her hair

-April: Daisy

	
 The month of April is represented by the daisy. Daisies have long been associated with innocence. The large vibrant blooms of 
	
 the gerbera daisy have made it a favorite among flower lovers.

So thou through windows of thine age shalt see,

-Movie reference: Cube; last scene; one looks outside the illuminated window and sees a child walking into the light.

Despite of wrinkles, this thy golden time.

-Wrinkled Times magazine (detail: golden golden golden)

	
 But if thou live, remembered not to be,

-Movie reference: Shooter; Bob Lee Swagger survives the assassination. Lives in an obscure cabin somewhere in the mountains; 
his records are legend but as a person he is forgotten in time.

	
 Die single and thine image dies with thee.

-Gravestone: “Bob Lee Swagger, single” dog barks.

-Sniper rifle laid beside his grave.
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4. Unthrifty loveliness, why dost thou spend

Unthrifty loveliness, why dost thou spend

Upon thy self thy beauty’s legacy?

Nature’s bequest gives nothing, but doth lend,

And being frank she lends to those are free:

Then, beauteous niggard, why dost thou abuse

The bounteous largess given thee to give?

Profitless usurer, why dost thou use 

So great a sum of sums, yet canst not live?

For having traffic with thy self alone,

Thou of thy self thy sweet self dost deceive:

Then how when nature calls thee to be gone,

What acceptable audit canst thou leave?

	
 Thy unused beauty must be tombed with thee,

	
 Which, used, lives th’executor to be.
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Unthrifty loveliness, why dost thou spend

Upon thy self thy beauty’s legacy?

Nature’s bequest gives nothing, but doth lend,

And being frank she lends to those are free:

Then, beauteous niggard, why dost thou abuse

The bounteous largess given thee to give?

Profitless usurer, why dost thou use 

So great a sum of sums, yet canst not live?

For having traffic with thy self alone,

Thou of thy self thy sweet self dost deceive:

Then how when nature calls thee to be gone,

What acceptable audit canst thou leave?

	


	
 Thy unused beauty must be tombed with thee,

	
 Which, used, lives th’executor to be.

Unthrifty: wasteful/unprofitable

Spend upon thyself: sqandering wealth and resources

beauty’s legacy: the beauty passed on to you; the beauty is but 
a loan from nature

bequest: legacy

frank: generous               free: liberal/generous

Beauteous niggard: beautiful miser

Largess: money or gifts given generously

usurer: moneylender

by not dealing in the commodities which nature has bestowed 
upon you (nobility, beauty, wealth)

deceive: cheat.  “You deprive yourself of children.”

How will you give an account of yourself and your behaviour 
to Nature when she calls (when you die) and what audited re-
cord of yourself will you provide?'

audit: an official inspection of an individual's or organization's 
accounts

If you use that beauty now, it would live in the future as your 
children
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Unthrifty loveliness, why dost thou spend

Upon thy self thy beauty’s legacy?

-a stunning blonde pole dancing on SJ’s screen. $5/hr. Glowing LED lights that spell out “legacy.” {SJ’s desk facing the door}

Nature’s bequest gives nothing, but doth lend,

-Mother Nature (image) bee hive hat; “let’s go on a quest (adventure)” {sitting on Fed’s desk}; bank notes in hand

And being frank she lends to those are free:

-Frank G.; Max C. “Hey, is that free?” {Fed’s bed}

Then, beauteous niggard, why dost thou abuse

-kid from camp. Vampire teeth. Whipping {closet}

The bounteous largess given thee to give?

-[inappropriate].

Profitless usurer, why dost thou use 

-stocker [broker](detail: holding a cardboard sign: need food) hand in hand with a 高利贷 lender {SJ’s desk}

So great a sum of sums, yet canst not live?

-高利贷 lender with a sign of “+”s (One significantly larger + sign on the left; a group of small +s on the right)

-hand in hand ready to hang themselves

For having traffic with thy self alone,

-Movie reference: Home Alone; protagonist (kid) playing with a toy train {floor}
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Thou of thy self thy sweet self dost deceive:

-Personal	
{SJ’s bed}

Then how when nature calls thee to be gone,

-Mother nature holding a script of “out,out-” by Robert Frost

What acceptable audit canst thou leave?

-Movie Reference: Limitless. Protagonist walks out with an egotistic aura;

drops an envelope labelled AUDIT

	
 Thy unused beauty must be tombed with thee,

	
 -Princess Diana lying in an unearthed tomb. Flower in her folded arms. 

	
 Which, used, lives th’executor to be.

	
 -hanged WITCH (wood planck “used” attached to rope), Movie reference: The Prestige. Christian Bale’s double releases him 
to be hanged. 
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5. Those hours, that with gentle work did frame

Those hours, that with gentle work did frame

The lovely gaze where every eye doth dwell,

Will play the tyrants to the very same

And that unfair which fairly doth excel;

For never-resting time leads summer on

To hideous winter, and confounds him there;

Sap checked with frost, and lusty leaves quite gone,

Beauty o’er-snowed and bareness every where:

Then were not summer’s distillation left,

A liquid prisoner pent in walls of glass,

Beauty’s effect with beauty were bereft,

Nor it, nor no remembrance what it was:

	
 But flowers distilled, though they with winter meet,

	
 Leese but their show; their substance still lives sweet.
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Those hours, that with gentle work did frame

The lovely gaze where every eye doth dwell,

Will play the tyrants to the very same

And that unfair which fairly doth excel;

For never-resting time leads summer on

To hideous winter, and confounds him there;

Sap checked with frost, and lusty leaves quite gone,

Beauty o’er-snowed and bareness every where:

Then were not summer’s distillation left,

A liquid prisoner pent in walls of glass,

Beauty’s effect with beauty were bereft,

Nor it, nor no remembrance what it was:

	
 But flowers distilled, though they with winter meet,

	
 Leese but their show; their substance still lives sweet.

The time of your growing up, which made you what you are

Will eventually destroy that face,

Unfair: deprive of beauty; Making ugly what is surpassingly 
beautiful

Confound: destroy, reduce to perplexity

Frost prevents the sap from rising. Lusty: vigorous, full of 
growth and energy.

o’er-snowed: covered with snow

Distillation: the extraction of the essential meaning or most 
important aspects of something

If we didn’t have perfume distilled from summer flowers to 
keep in a jar, the effects of summer would vanish at the end of 
the season. Without perfume, we’d have no way of remember-
ing the summer itself or its beauty. 
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Those hours, that with gentle work did frame

-Starting location: Elevator; Huge clock inside, ticking; no minute- or hour- hand; just numbers.

-

The lovely gaze where every eye doth dwell,

-Taylor Swift. Arbitrary people in room, their sight lingering on her. (dwell: 

• (dwell on/upon) (of one's eyes or attention) linger on (a particular object or place)

Will play the tyrants to the very (same)

-Movie reference: Final Destination 5. Eye surgery. Machine operator (TYRANT) grins. [sign: no pay no play]

And that unfair which fairly doth excel;

-

For never-resting time leads summer on

-A wall decorated with clocks. Bikini model; [personal]

To hideous winter, and confounds him there;

-Whistler polar bear observation unit. 

Sap checked with frost, and lusty leaves quite gone,

-摇｛支票｝树; Sap frozen; frost. 

-leafless pine tree
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Beauty o’er-snowed and bareness every where:

-Reference: American Beauty; covered in [rose buds-->snowflakes].

-explicit image in couch.

Then were not summer’s distillation left,

-sensual striptease by Kate Upton; “distilling herself” of constraints of her clothes

A liquid prisoner pent in walls of glass,

-Movie reference: the Last Samurai; Tom Cruise confined in a series of sake bottles with a [pent]house magazine.

Beauty’s effect with beauty were bereft,

Nor it, nor no remembrance what it was:

	
 But flowers distilled, though they with winter meet,

	
 -a pot of flowers above an automated water machine (屈臣氏 蒸馏水); rose immersed in liquid nitrogen

	
 Leese but their show; their substance still lives sweet.

	
 -A black-and-white rose in Lana’s dress [in cleavage]	
 	
 Lana Del Ray seductively bites off a leave off a thorny rose.
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6. Then let not winter’s ragged hand deface

Then let not winter’s ragged hand deface,

In thee thy summer, ere thou be distilled:

Make sweet some vial; treasure thou some place

With beauty’s treasure ere it be self-killed.

That use is not forbidden usury,

Which happies those that pay the willing loan;

That’s for thy self to breed another thee,

Or ten times happier, be it ten for one;

Ten times thy self were happier than thou art,

If ten of thine ten times refigured thee:

Then what could death do if thou shouldst depart,

Leaving thee living in posterity?

	
 Be not self-willed, for thou art much too fair

	
 To be death’s conquest and make worms thine heir.
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Then let not winter’s ragged hand deface,

In thee thy summer, ere thou be distilled:

Make sweet some vial; treasure thou some place

With beauty’s treasure ere it be self-killed.

That use is not forbidden usury,

Which happies those that pay the willing loan;

That’s for thy self to breed another thee,

Or ten times happier, be it ten for one;

Ten times thy self were happier than thou art,

If ten of thine ten times refigured thee:

Then what could death do if thou shouldst depart,

Leaving thee living in posterity?

	
 Be not self-willed, for thou art much too fair

	
 To be death’s conquest and make worms thine heir.

Spring and summer interchangeably mean youth

Vial: phial, a small vessel for liquids, usually made of glass; 
Ere: before

enrich some place, some maiden's womb with your treasure 
(seed, children)

Use: interest; Usury: the illegal action or practice of lending 
money at unreasonably high rates of interest.

the willing loan = a loan given (and taken?) willingly. The im-
plication is that beauty could be lent out and repaid with inter-
est, by the mother and by the children she bore to the man.

That's for thy self = which would be the case if you bred a copy 
of yourself, (as the usurers breed copies of their money).

self-willed = obstinate, but it also echoes self-killed of line 4. 
There is a sexual innuendo derived from will (= sexual desire, 
passion; see 135, 136). Hence ' do not devote yourself to self-
pleasure, masturbation'.
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Then let not winter’s ragged hand deface,

-Witch from DOTA at the door of the practice room; lifting gesture with her right hand; reaching for the pianist’s face; inches 
away.

In thee thy summer, ere thou be distilled:

-Closer practice room: passionate piano playing; summer atmosphere

-She is crying uncontrollably; the music is “distill” -- invigorating her

Make sweet some vial; treasure thou some place

-place between two practice rooms: girl cuts short lengths of her hair and places it in a vial for sake of memory

-Image in pocket mirror (around neck); for the most treasured memories.

With beauty’s treasure ere it be self-killed.

-store in further practice room

That use is not forbidden usury,

Which happies those that pay the willing loan;

That’s for thy self to breed another thee,

Or ten times happier, be it ten for one;

Ten times thy self were happier than thou art,

If ten of thine ten times refigured thee:

Then what could death do if thou shouldst depart,

Leaving thee living in posterity?
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 Be not self-willed, for thou art much too fair

	
 To be death’s conquest and make worms thine heir.
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